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"I'm afraid it was done by the Tiandao palace. The Tiandao palace has the ability to communicate with 

the heavenly way. This force of natural calamity should be drawn by it. The only one who can cause such 

great power is Xuanyuan moxie, the leader of Tiandao palace!" 

 

Ye Chen, who was a little proud of having survived the terrible thunder disaster, suddenly became 

dignified and realized that he was still far from the strong men like Xuanyuan moxie. 

 

The other person is not here at all, but he can summon God thunder, which he also feels threatened. 

Such strength is really unfathomable. 

 

"Never sit back and wait for death!" 

 

"Ji Lin, let's go to the center of the top of the gods!" 

 

At the same time, the side of the continuous refining poison word stele, hope to be able to come to use. 

 

No matter where the two of them fled, the black hole in the sky would move with it, and they couldn't 

get rid of it. Countless thunder and lightning carried out indiscriminate bombing, and the land of 

thousands of miles was directly split into nothingness. Then a thunder beast began to drill out from the 

top of the black hole. As soon as it appeared, it bared its teeth and killed Ye Chen. 

 

The house of gods seemed to be at the end of the day. 

 

"Forbidden spirit realm! Open it 

 

"The meaning of Zhenwu, open up!" 



 

In principle, anything can be destroyed as long as it is a thing. When ye Chen's two forces come out, a 

destruction field is formed with him as the center. Those fierce thunder beasts soon seem to enter the 

Shura field. Countless destruction factors are emitted from the inside and outside. Before they get close 

to Ye Chen, the thunder and lightning will completely turn into nothingness. 

 

Ji Lin also showed no weakness. He used the Tiandu law that he had understood for a long time. In an 

instant, a force that was no less weak than ye Chen's power spread out, and the scope was even larger, 

almost covering the whole place covered by the thunder array. 

 

It seems ridiculous that the thunder beast is poisoned to death. But only Ye Chen knows that this is the 

terror of the innate poison body. It is the poison that can poison all things. Therefore, he can understand 

the rare law of heavenly poison. 

 

In a short period of time, these thunder beasts were cleaned up by Ye Chen and Ji Lin. 

 

Boom! 

 

In the sky, thunder and lightning became angry, and countless black and purple lightning fell like crazy. 

However, this time, it did not disappear, but was fixed in the place where it fell. Only the sound from 

time to time represented that it had the ability to easily kill a warrior who could cut through the 

adversity. 

 

More and more such thunder and lightning, as if all the surrounding things have disappeared, leaving 

only this void and a purple black, depressing enough to drive a man with a weak mind crazy. 

 

"Be careful, this is the punishment of heaven!" 

 

The ancient medical God reminded him and then said, "the heaven punishing array is an array formed by 

people who have the law of thunder and lightning to communicate with heaven. It is a unique array that 

truly conforms to heaven and earth, and can not be broken easily." 

 



As soon as the ancient doctor's words were finished, a Taiji eight trigrams appeared on the soles of their 

feet. Purple and black lightning seemed to represent white and black respectively, forming a strange 

field. 

 

"The hand of heaven!" 

 

There seems to be a majestic voice coming from the void. Then, a giant hand full of purple lines appears 

in the sky. Every line of the giant hand is clearly visible, but it can't be seen directly even if it is 

connected together. There is a terrible destructive power on it. 

 

This seems to be a source of destruction higher than the law of destruction, just like the palm of the 

hand that controls the life and death of all things, and suddenly takes a picture of them. 

 

This kind of attack, the ordinary chaotic situation strong person, also must vanish in smoke! 

 

"I'm the only one to soar to the sky, and the butcher God will break the sky!" 

 

At the same time, ye Chen can only draw the bleeding magic sword. After all, Qinglian mietian sword has 

been destroyed. He uses six swords, and countless swords on the edge of the sword condense. The 

sword idea merges in an instant to form a peerless sword that cuts into the hand of heaven. 

 

The invisible ripples are surging in the void, exerting the law of space. I wanted to transfer the hand of 

the heavenly way, but this hand was not affected at all. In the case of space distortion, it was still locked 

in the direction of Ye Chen and Ji Lin. 

 

It's really difficult! 

 

Fortunately, with the joint efforts of the two men, they finally resisted the attack. 

 

However, this is only the beginning. 

 



as like as two peas, the hands of the heavenly hand began to appear on their heads. Each palm was 

exactly like the hand of the heavenly hand. The number was hundreds of thousands of, even though ye 

Chen saw it was also numbness of the scalp. 

 

"The successor of the reincarnation master, dare to challenge our heavenly way palace, must be 

prepared for death." 

 

From above the sky, from the black hole came an angry voice! 

 

Xuanyuan moxie did not intend to start the cause and effect blood array prematurely. 

 

But the appearance of the moon ring accelerated the arrival of the array! 

 

How can he calm down his anger without killing Ye Chen? 

 

In view of the terror of the reincarnation Lord, he will not keep his hand at all. He will attack with all his 

strength. He is bound to kill Ye Chen here completely. 

 

A hand of the heavenly way began to fill the whole space, and the powerful forces contained in it, even 

those who were strong in the middle and late stages of chaos, were hard to survive. However, the only 

thing that ye Chen was glad to see was that most of these palms were only a rudiment, and only a few 

were condensed into the hands of heaven.Otherwise, if so many people really want to go together, it's 

better to kill him directly. 

 

Ye Chen takes several high-quality pills in one breath, and countless powers are used at the same time. 

They are superimposed with Ji Lin's poison field to jointly resist these heavenly hands which contain the 

power of terrible thunder and lightning. 

 

However, with the increase of the hands of heaven, the two people become more and more difficult. 

One attack suddenly breaks open space and slaps at them. 

 

Ye Chen was ok, but Ji Lin was repelled by this violent attack for dozens of meters. He vomited out a 

mouthful of blood, and his face turned pale. 



 

"Ji Lin!" 

 

Ye Chen feeds Ji Lin a healing pill, which makes the wound better. 

 

As Ji Lin was attacked, the power of the poison array decreased a lot. Some of the heavenly hands began 

to be unable to suppress and began to chop at the nearby places. Ye Chen constantly smashed the 

weakened hands of Tiandao which were offset and weakened by his power. Ji Lin was constantly 

attacked by these penetrating fragments. 

 

The most serious thing is that the hand of heaven, which was originally broken into tiny pieces, actually 

merged into a smaller version. Chao Jilin attacked her, making her worse and worse. 

 

"Ye Chen, what's going on here? How can this kind of thing appear? Don't worry about me. Go away." 

 

"I feel the power of the sky is to kill you!" 

 

"You go! Find my sister! My sister is very good now 

 

Ji Lin weak said, now she can only reluctantly open the Tiandu law, guard Ye Chen a few minutes. 

 

She knew she was useless. 

 

Although she tried hard to practice, it was really boring for her. 
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"Ah 

 



Ye Chen is unwilling to roar, and a continuous stream of evil Qi emerges on his body until his body is 

completely entangled with the evil Qi. 

 

Ye Chen's cultivation is constantly climbing. Under the influence of the devil's Qi, he directly reaches the 

peak of chopping the enemy, which opens the magic pupil of the devil, and ye Chen's anger also reaches 

the peak! 

 

"Angry? However, you can't break my heaven punishing battle. " 

 

Seeing ye Chen angry and possessed, Xuanyuan Mo Xie felt particularly interesting. He shook his head. 

With his trident Kung Fu, he was not qualified to break the big array. 

 

After putting down Ji Lin, ye Chen's blood demon sword seems to feel something. A black blood dragon 

looms on the sword body, absorbing evil Qi constantly, making the sword body more strange and sharp. 

 

Ye Chen lowered his head and made a gnashing voice: "try it!" 

 

Ye Chen's elixir field's power surges, all of which are bestowed on the blood demon sword. The body of 

the sword seems to be unable to bear the power. It constantly makes a hum and trembling sound, and it 

seems that it is a blood demon sword Excited! 

 

And those hands of heaven, seeing this good opportunity, rushed forward without hesitation. Some 

even rushed directly to Ji Lin, and were bound to kill them. 

 

"I'm the only one! Six swords return to one! " 

 

Boom! 

 

With the blessing of Zhenwu's meaning, the sword of the six Dao is so powerful that all the hands of the 

heavenly way that come face to face are broken and broken under this sword. Even the fragments are 

absorbed by the law of space. 

 



"Old maniac, give me strength!" 

 

"I'd like to have a try. Is your array hard or my sword sharp?" 

 

"Thunder wasteland dominates star sword!" 

 

The sudden collapse of Xuanyuan sword and the heaven and earth are all unexpected 

 

"Go!" 

 

The attack collided with the sky punishment array. 

 

A deafening loud sound rippling in this space, all ye Chen's attacks are concentrated on one point, so the 

power of nature is earth shaking. 

 

The sky punishing array constructed by a thunder sea starts to shake. Even if Xuanyuan moxie increases 

the strength of thunder robbery, it is difficult to stabilize the big array. The thunder sea starts to riot, 

and the thunder and lightning are like crazy dancing. 

 

The sky punishing array detects Ye Chen's attack and starts to mobilize all its strength to gather at the 

attacked place. The purple black thunder and lightning become more swarthy, giving people a feeling of 

extreme depression. 

 

"Ah 

 

"Break it for me!" 

 

No matter the spirit or the spirit power, as long as they can be used, they are almost used by him. In 

order to enhance the power of this point, the large array has been shaking violently, and it seems that it 

is not far away from breaking the array. 

 



Click! 

 

A sound like the sound of broken glass sounded, a large array of cracks appeared, at the same time, 

countless Lightning more violent, ye Chen bite teeth support, immediately, can break the array! 

 

Click! CLICK! 

 

The shadow of Xuanyuan ink evil over the black hole was more shocked and kept murmuring: "how 

could this be..." 

 

"The boy's power has gone beyond chaos?" 

 

If the array is broken from the inside, it must be chaotic. The opponent's accomplishments can't be 

achieved at all. But now, even such large arrays have been shaken. 

 

The potential of this boy is so terrible that Xuanyuan moxie can't help worrying. If he allows him to grow 

up for a period of time, he will not even be his opponent. 

 

"Poof..." 

 

At the same time, a piece of ancient mirror was transformed into the appearance of thunder robbery, 

which was integrated into the thunder robbery, so that the nearly broken sky punishment array was 

gradually recovered. 

 

And ye Chen, the body can no longer support such a strong attack, spit blood and fly out, the body injury 

is very serious. 

 

And all people did not notice, a red figure turned towards the top of the gods! 

 

Even if God's Alliance obstructs, also has no use! 

 



Strong to the extreme! 

 

The figure's muscles lay like boulders. 

 

The eye is firm and resolute incomparably! 

 

What's more, his mouth is full of words! 

 

"Brother, wait! I'm on my way 

 

This is Yan Kun's voice! 

 

…… 

 

And the top of the gods! 

 

"Ye Chen!" 

 

Ji Lin looks at Ye Chen anxiously, and his intention to kill bursts out. Unconsciously, the Tiandu law 

expands by three points, and the poison becomes more refined. However, without Ye Chen, the Tiandu 

law fails to make any effect on the heaven punishing array. 

 

Ye Chen is defeated, but Ji Lin has no way at this time. Seeing such a good opportunity, Xuanyuan moxie 

immediately urges the heaven punishing array, and suddenly several heavenly hands appear again, 

mercilessly attacking the two people in the middle of the array! 

 

Ji Lin laughs in despair, and the endless poisonous fog in her body begins to pour into the black hole. She 

decides that even if she is fighting to die, she will let Xuanyuan moxie suffer the pain of thousands of 

poisons. 

 



At this time, Xuanyuan Mo Xie suddenly changed his look and yelled: "who is it?""Your grandfather 

Pangu is also!" 

 

A roar of laughter came, and then it seemed that there was a huge force hitting the array from the 

outside. The whole array was shaking and turning. Even the hand of heaven did not know when to stop 

before Ji Lin and ye Chen. 

 

The big array made a loud noise, a bloody fist pierced through the gap, and the whole array was on the 

verge of breaking. The master of the voice actually smashed the heaven punishment array with one 

punch, which made Ji Lin stunned. 

 

Bang! 

 

With another fist, the array is completely broken, and the black hole above the sky is revealed again. Yan 

Kun looks at Ye Chen, who wants to be unconscious. He is angry, his legs are bent, and he rises from the 

sky! 

 

Even a punch to the huge black hole, the fire above the fist was burning, and the endless fire covered 

the whole area of the black hole. 

 

At the other end of the heavenly way palace, the flame rises from the sky, and the picture is directly 

ignited, and the unique fire can not be extinguished in a short time. 

 

"Big brother, Yan Kun's escort is late!" 

 

A domineering voice instantly resounds from the top of the gods! 
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Hear the voice of Yan Kun, ye Chen Mou son is extremely surprised! 

 



He never thought that Yan Kun would appear at this time! 

 

And, he found, Yan Kun's strength and strength, unexpectedly than the last time we met. 

 

Where did the eternal king take Yankun? 

 

Is Yan Kun's strength revived? 

 

Now Yan Kun in Ye Chen's eyes, at least chaos! 

 

If you add the power of heaven and earth, it's incredible! 

 

In an instant, Yan Kun came to Ye Chen in front of the flame. 

 

He looked at Ye Chen's injured appearance and was furious: "heavenly way palace! When I return to the 

peak, I will set foot on the heavenly way palace again 

 

Ye Chen Mou Zi doubts: "again? Have you ever been to Tiandao palace? And why do you call yourself 

Pangu 

 

Yan Kun touched his head and just wanted to talk, Ji Lin on one side said: "Ye Chen, Yan Kun must want 

to pretend to be forced, deliberately taking a domineering name." 

 

"You men, it's a mystery." 

 

Yan Kun: 

 

Ye Chen: 

 



"Don't talk about it. Let me smash the shadow! Xuanyuan Mo Xie can't leave Tiandao palace, so the 

power of this virtual shadow is not enough! " Yan Kun's passion was surging, and his eyebrows turned 

into flames. 

 

"No, this time, I'm afraid it's not easy to deal with. Let's withdraw first!" 

 

Ye Chen shakes his head, the heavenly way palace does not know how many inside information, at this 

time with its hard resistance, will not have good results. 

 

"OK, I have the flying magic weapon here, the sky trace ark, which can be as fast as the full-scale flying 

speed of chaos environment warrior." 

 

With that, Yan Kun magnified the ark ten times, and the three people rode on it, and in an instant flew 

away from here. 

 

Xuanyuan Mo evil eye hidden murder, this time he will never let that person leave. 

 

At the moment, the Dragon God who is guarding the Dragon seems to understand Xuanyuan's 

unwillingness to pull a scallop from his body, and then recites a large mantra in his mouth. The fire starts 

to appear on the scale armor, and finally quickly penetrates into the black hole. 

 

"I'll do it." 

 

…… 

 

The speed of tiantrace ark is extremely fast, but the black hole's moving speed is not slow at all. 

Suddenly, a bright light is emitted from the black hole, and the target is Ye Chen, who is healing. 

 

"Be careful!" 

 



Yan Kun has been standing in front of Ye Chen, his fist wrapped in the flame again, and collided with the 

scales flying from the black hole. The flames on both sides were scorching, and even the space was 

burning unsteadily, which might break the space at any time. 

 

"I'm afraid that the flame of Yan Kun is a variant of heaven and earth divine fire, otherwise it will 

definitely not have such power." 

 

Fortunately, the heat wave was blocked, otherwise the sky Mark would be burnt to slag. 

 

And the power of the flame on the opposite side is not weak. 

 

"Roar!" 

 

seems as like as two peas on the void, and the scales fly to the sky. The vast clouds begin to burn up, and 

the red half sky is in the sky. The scales in the center are turned into a dragon of fire, and they are 

exactly the same as the Dragon God in the heavenly palace. 

 

The fire dragon shuttles through the burning clouds, like an unparalleled Dragon God overlooking all 

living beings. The external energy is rapidly absorbed by the fire dragon, and the fire dragon expands 

rapidly. 

 

"Roar!" 

 

A pair of eyes bigger than the mountain stare at two or three people on the sky mark, and then spit out 

a breath of dragon breath, mixed with boundless heat wave! 

 

Yan Kun's eyes are dignified. Yonglao asked him to come here not long ago. The situation is urgent. His 

trial has not been completed, nor has he reached the peak. He has just stepped into the second layer of 

chaos. Although he has the ability of leapfrog combat, it is not enough! 

 

However, even so, the people of heaven and earth will never shrink back! 

 



As soon as he spread his hands, a huge flame shield appeared to resist the whole sky mark ark. 

 

The flame spread through the void, and the shield of fire could not hold on. 

 

"I'll come too!" 

 

Ji Lin couldn't bear it. The whole body of the poisonous gas broke out, and the law of heavenly poison 

turned into a shield to resist the sky. 

 

"If you guess right, this guy may rely on my thunder robbery position to locate us. As long as we leave 

their certain range, Xuanyuan moxie can't lock us in." 

 

It's too far away from Tiandao palace. Even if the master of Tiandao palace has great power, it's hard to 

lock a person's breath at such a distance. 

 

Ye Chen finish saying, a few strength also bestow on the shield, let day mark can move forward steadily. 

 

"Roar!" 

 

The Dragon above the sky roared again, but this time the fire dragon rushed directly and the three 

people all changed color. 

 

Under the fierce impact of the fire dragon, numerous cracks appeared on the shield immediately, which 

only supported three breaths, and then they were reduced to nothingness. However, the three people 

standing on the sky mark could not bear to spit out a mouthful of blood and fell back on the ark. 

 

The fire dragon's eye was about to launch a second attack, but the three men had no power to fight 

again. 

 

Ye Chen was seriously injured from the beginning.Lingxiao martial arts and extreme martial arts have no 

chance to display! 

 



"Boss, let me do it!" 

 

At this moment, a huge beast rose to the sky! 

 

The whole body burns red blue bright light! 

 

Then the body continued to expand, like a giant who stood up to heaven and earth. The ground was 

broken out of four big holes. 

 

"Leave it to me. You leave first." 

 

Ye Chen nods, and the sky trace has been destroyed by a collision and collected by Yankun. Now he can 

only escape from this area as soon as possible. As long as he gets out of the ruins, it is extremely difficult 

for Xuanyuan moxie to trace again. 

 

"Go 

 

Three people fly at low speed, forming a very simple array, which can let three people get equal speed. 

 

Fire dragon eyes ferocious, dive down, in the pursuit of time! 

 

On the sky, a ferocious beast rushed to the sky! 

 

The giant beast is covered with red and blue chaotic light, and its tattoos are mysterious and powerful. 

 

Big hand down! Unexpectedly, I beat the fire dragon on the ground. 

 

Xiao Huang wanted to swallow it in one bite! 

 

But the flame dissipated in an instant! 



 

And then all of a sudden, she condensed behind Xiao Huang! 

 

The Dragon opens its mouth and devours Xiaohuang. 

 

Everything is quiet. 

 

Fire dragon shows a trace of complacent smile, just ready to chase to leave the direction of Ye Chen! 

 

All of a sudden, its body burst open! 

 

Xiao Huang rushed out without warning! 

 

At this moment, the pupil of fire dragon is startled! 

 

It is the dragon scale of the Dragon God! 

 

Contains the fire of the hot sky! 

 

The fire of the hot sky can burn out everything! 

 

Not only was the beast not dead, but it was torn from inside? 

 

What a monster this is! 

 

Fire dragon condenses again, and this time, Xiao Huang won't give him another chance! 

 

A big mouth, a formation directly spit out! 

 



Limit two of them! 

 

Xiao Huang's eyes are full of crazy meaning: "today you don't want to go anywhere, accompany me to 

have a good time here." 

 

…… 

 

Tiandao palace. 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil and the Dragon God of the hot sky naturally saw this picture. 

 

Their eyes were weak and angry. 

 

The Dragon God hesitated for a few seconds, pulled off a dragon scale again and threw it into the 

darkness. 

 

Once again, it converged into a fire dragon. 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil forced to calm down, he walked in a direction. 

 

He knew that this method could no longer kill the mysterious youth. 

Chapter 2734 

 

 

 

It's a dark place in the heavenly way palace. 

 

There's a hole in the sky. 

 



In this open land, there are 49 stone statues. 

 

There is a drop of blood in the eyebrows of each stone statue. 

 

49 different blood. 

 

This is the cause and effect. 

 

And beside the 49 stone statues, there are 49 strong breath! 

 

Some of these 49 people actually have green runes in their eyes. 

 

Xuan Yuan Mo Xie glanced at the crowd: "how are you ready?" 

 

The head of an old man arched his hand and said, "the palace master is at ease. Everything is ready, but 

the east wind is not enough." 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil hesitated for a few seconds and waved his big hand: "this time, I want to completely 

erase that boy, cause and effect dye blood array! Open it 

 

In a flash, 49 strong men of Tiandao palace were sitting in the void. Behind each of them, there was a 

soul lamp. The yellow green light lit up the whole sky. 

 

If you can feel their energy fluctuation, you will find that everyone is the strong one in the chaotic 

environment. It is really too frightening. 

 

The common sect of the kingdom of God is a second-class force if it can have a chaotic strongman. It is 

usually used as the last card of the whole sect. But now 49 of them sit still and form a bloody skull in the 

center. 

 

"Cause and effect stained blood array!" 



 

The soul of every strong man seems to be connected with another soul in the dark, and the object of 

connection is the 49 trapped strong people in the samsara tomb! 

 

These 49 people may be ye Chen's former master! 

 

It may also be the master now! 

 

More likely to be ye Chen's future master! 

 

They are infected with Ye Chen's cause and effect! 

 

But he was killed by Xuanyuan ink evil with cause and effect! 

 

"Not good!" 

 

In a dark prison, Luo Yuntian, Xiao Ling, Mo Ning'er, Canggu medical God and other strong people want 

to stop it, but they are helpless that the force of cause and effect is too strong, and they can't resist with 

their trapped body now. 

 

And in the outside world, the speed of the three people fell to the ground, ye Chen was shocked to find 

that his whole body strength could not be used. 

 

It seems to have disappeared completely! 

 

"What's going on?" 

 

All the forces are completely blocked. Now he is just like before there was no practice on earth. He is an 

ordinary man without any strength. 

 



Yan Kun and Ji Lin rushed to Ye Chen's side and asked eagerly, "what happened?" 

 

Ye Chen looks dignified: "I don't know, but my whole body strength has disappeared for no reason now." 

 

"Damn it! It must be Xuanyuan moxie's ghost 

 

Apart from Xuanyuan moxie, they can't think of a second person with such ability. 

 

Just as the crowd stopped, another flame appeared! 

 

They found the second dragon! 

 

The flame spurts out from the fire dragon's mouth, and the heat wave sweeps to Ye Chen, but is blocked 

by Yan Kun. The Dragon disappears quickly and rushes to Ye Chen. The only instruction it receives is to 

kill the mysterious youth at all costs! 

 

If you look at the dragon body that blocks the sky and blocks the sun, Xu Yankun will compete with him 

on weekdays, but today 

 

"Boss, say sorry first!" 

 

Yan Kun carries Ye Chen and starts to run. Ji Lin follows closely behind him. The dragon's huge dragon 

head attacks, but he is stopped by Xiao Huang, who appears again. Xiao Huang grabs the huge tail of the 

dragon, twists his body and surges with endless force. He throws the fire dozens of kilometers away 

from the rear, smashing a large amount of smoke and dust. 

 

Ye Chen is helpless. He wants to communicate with the reincarnation cemetery, but he finds that he 

can't get in at all. This is the first time that he has encountered such a situation. 

 

"Lao Cang!" 

 



"Crazy old man!" 

 

…… 

 

Can shout one by one, but know the sea did not have a person to speak, samsara cemetery seems to be 

filled with a causal force, hindering Ye Chen's entry. 

 

Ye Chen's final impression is that he felt his back was so hot that he fainted. 

 

…… 

 

After escaping for hundreds of thousands of miles, Yan Kun sighed and found a cave to rest when he 

could no longer see the shadow of the fire dragon and black hole. 

 

After some investigation, it was found that ye Chen had no energy fluctuation in his body at this time. In 

addition to his strong meridians, he was also an ordinary person. 

 

It's a fantastic situation. 

 

It seems that there is something in the dark that deprives Ye Chen of everything. 

 

"How is Ye Chen! Master, give me some pills to see if they are useful 

 

Ji Lin anxiously stepped forward and took out a milky pill from Qiankun ring, but it was stopped by 

Yankun. 

 

"You..." Ji Lin wanted to say something but was stopped by Yan Kun, the latter said: "now big brother's 

body is very strange, there is no difference with ordinary people. If you take the pills of practitioners 

rashly, I'm afraid there will be accidents."Ji Lin's hands trembled with fear and almost dropped the pill 

on the ground. Fortunately, he did not do anything stupid. 

 



"Hum!" 

 

all of a sudden, a white light and shadow flickered, and a figure sat in the middle of the white light, 

surrounded by Ye Chen, but there was no movement. 

 

Yan Kun seemed to feel that the scene in front of him was a little familiar. He looked at it carefully 

before he could react. He was shocked: "this is the blood array of cause and effect!" 

 

"This kind of array is really too terrible. I have to find a way to prevent elder brother from dying here." 

 

Far above Tiandao palace, a white light seems to be emitted from his body by one of the 49 elders of 

Tiandao palace, and then disappears into the sky. 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil is in front of the array. The invisible force of cause and effect is constantly revealed, 

which envelops 49 elders and connects to the cave where ye Chen is located. 

 

The dark purple clouds in the sky gathered together, and this terrible power even attracted the gaze of 

heaven. 

 

The force of cause and effect is the most terrifying one among countless forces. By using the force of 

heaven and earth to change a person's cause and effect against the heaven, it is no different from 

changing one's life against heaven, but at the same time, it can also kill people in the invisible, such as 

the blood array of causality! 

 

After hearing the horror of the blood array of causality, Ji Lin is silent for a while, involving the force of 

cause and effect. Even if it is her inborn poison, there is no way. 

 

"It's not the last moment. I'll find someone who can help big brother get rid of this damned cause and 

effect!" 

 

"You take care of big brother. I'll come when I go." 

 



As soon as Yan Kun was ready to leave, an old man with a gourd hanging on his waist appeared at the 

cave entrance, as if waiting here. 

 

"No, I'm here." 

 

An old voice sounded, and the owner of the voice seemed to be drunk, and he spoke with a smell of 

wine. 

 

"Yonglao, you've come." 

 

Standing in front of Ji Lin and Yan Kun, he is the eternal holy king who has not been seen for a long time. 

 

"Yonglao, you must know how to remove this array, right? As long as you are willing to help Ye Chen, 

you can do anything you want me to do." 

 

Ji Lin adamantly said, she must not let Ye Chen die like this, she does not allow. 

Chapter 2735 

 

 

 

The eternal King shook his head, sipped his wine, looked at Ye Chen, and said nothing more. 

 

After a long time, he said, "what can I do to break the curse of causality under the supreme power of 

tiandaogong?" 

 

The eternal King's slightly drunk face also showed a trace of helplessness, obviously unable to help. 

 

Ji Lin heard there is no way, face brush once become pale, at a loss do not know how to do. 

 

"But..." 



 

Ji Lin's face is full of hope again, way: "but what?" 

 

"But there is hope." 

 

"It depends on whether he can block it in these days." 

 

Yan Kun frowned: "yonglao, don't say half of your words. What do you need now? I go to find it! Even if 

it's a sea of fire 

 

The eternal King shakes his head: "the only need is to wait." 

 

"Wait for the blood of cause and effect to come." 

 

"Once opened, no one can escape, even ye Chen." 

 

"And then, when the array is opened, no matter what strength you use, you must stop it." 

 

"I'm going to find someone else now." 

 

Then the eternal King left. 

 

There's obviously something that hasn't been dealt with. 

 

…… 

 

"Is that true? Is Ye Chen really hopeful? " Ji Lin doubted. 

 



Yan Kun definitely nodded his head and said: "don't worry, he is definitely a person that big brother can 

trust." 

 

Ji Lin holds Ye Chen's slightly cold hand, and her face fades away from the ancient spirit. She only 

worries deeply. She says secretly: ye Baowang, no matter what happens, I will always be by your side. 

This time, I will protect you. 

 

The moon is like water, cold with a trace of loneliness, especially the long night of the kingdom of God, 

seems to be particularly long, the air is filled with a quiet taste. 

 

Ye Chen was conscious when the first white light appeared, and the reincarnation cemetery was 

reopened at that time. Ye Chen's consciousness entered into it and found that all the masters were still 

there. He could not help but feel a sigh of relief, but suddenly he saw something different from usual not 

far away. 

 

In the depth of the samsara cemetery, there are 49 tombstones that seem to be covered by a white 

light. If you look closely, there is a kind of inexplicable heaven and earth road. 

 

"Lao Cang, this is..." 

 

The ancient medical God looked at the 49 tombstones and murmured, "cause and effect stained blood 

array, came ahead of time." 

 

"Boy, it's going to be your biggest life and death disaster right now." 

 

Ye Chen Mou son a congealing: "Lao Cang, tell me specifically about this cause and effect dye blood 

array." 

 

Five minutes later, after Lao Cang had finished his story of blood stained by cause and effect, ye Chen 

gently opened his lips: "that is to say, after 49 white lights appear, I will die. The time is Three days 

later... " 

 



Cause and effect stained blood array is a long lost array. Once the array is started, it can't be reversed. 

The force of cause and effect will devour a person's past and present life and cut off all causes and 

effects in the world until everyone thinks that this person has never appeared. 

 

This is the horror of the cause and effect bloody array. It will erase everything of this person, and from 

the moment the array appears, no one can break it. 

 

Ye Chen is silent. He has too many concerns in this world. There are many things waiting for him to do, 

such as women, brothers, masters, partners, friends and enemies. If he is wiped out, it is not a complete 

relief for a person. 

 

Ye Chen's thoughts are flying like a demon. There are such arrays in the world 

 

"Ye Chen! Wake up 

 

The voice of the crazy overlord explodes in Ye Chen's ear and suddenly pulls him back to reality. 

 

Ye Chen was also frightened and covered with sweat. He would not tangle in his daily life. He almost 

became a demon in his heart. It seems that the blood array of causality has begun to play a role in him. 

 

He can't think about it any more, but he should concentrate on dealing with this array. Since it's an 

array, there must be a way to crack it. Ye Chen always believes in this. 

 

Ye Chen looks at the poison tablet not far away. 

 

He just got the poison tablet from Ji Lin. 

 

Tried refining, but found that it took a long time. 

 

It's too late to refine now! 

 



Ye Chen's eyes fall on the rest of the samsara xuanbei. 

 

Dust tablet, no way! 

 

Fengbei, no way! 

 

Suddenly, ye Chen's eyes fell on the burning stele! 

 

Many reincarnation xuanbei, ye Chen at least uses the inflammation stele! 

 

Any crack requires enough strength. 

 

Now his strongest strength should be burning stele! 

 

Suddenly, ye Chen thought of what! 

 

"The fire of emperor's presence!" 

 

"I have refined the white jade huang flame from the nine heaven dragon hall. On this basis, I should be 

able to thoroughly refine the fire of the emperor's presence!" 

 

"At that time, maybe it can release the power of burning stele! Break the array 

 

He almost forgot that the fire of emperor Lin had been put in the reincarnation cemetery. If he could 

refine it, he would not believe that he could not deal with this array.All the people in the cemetery 

nodded at Ye Chen's realization. They were ye Chen's masters. Yes, but they didn't want him to be 

dependent. Every strong man's growth was inseparable from the threat of death. Only by breaking 

through can they win the end of the cultivation. 

 

The flame temperature of emperor Lin's fire was extremely high. As soon as ye Chen approached, he felt 

that his whole body was baked on the shelf, and the sweat could not be restrained. 



 

Ye Chen once thought of a gentle way to subdue him, but no doubt all of them were denied by the 

masters. This fire is a very strong flame in the heaven and earth. Its power is very terrible. His temper is 

also unruly. If he wants to tame a pet in the ordinary way, it is tantamount to setting himself on fire. 

 

If you want to accept it, you have to show enough strength and get its approval. Naturally, it will 

recognize you as the master. This is the original words of the masters. 

 

"Let me show you, I'm not a weak man!" 

 

Here, ye Chen's body is in the peak state, so naturally can display his full strength without scruple. 

 

"Oh? Is it you again? Come, show me your strength 

 

Emperor Lin's fire shape change, actually formed a face, the face is full of rebellious, with a bit of disdain 

to Ye Chen said. 

 

"Since you want fire, I'll show you enough!" 

 

Boom! 

 

A flame darts out from ye Chen's right hand. The blue demon fire emits enough high temperature to 

burn everything. Ye Chen pushes it forward slowly. However, two different colors of flames erupt in 

circles. However, due to the high stability of the space of the samsara cemetery, it does not affect the 

space. 

 

However, this wave can definitely burn out a strong man at the top of the mountain in an instant. Even 

the ordinary strong man in the early stage of chaos can hardly resist the fire. 

 

Ye Chen was soaked through and then dried. It was like being in a furnace. Through the strange green 

lotus fire, ye Chen seemed to be able to see the strange laughter from the fire facing the emperor. It 

seemed that he was mocking him for his incapacity. 
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Sure enough, when the temperature of emperor Lin's fire suddenly increased, even the green lotus 

demon fire which had always been doing well was assimilated by it. 

 

"Xuanyan!" 

 

A half of the red gold, half of the blue flame, quietly flashing, the whole body exudes a very blazing 

breath! 

 

A flame appeared almost at the same time in Ye Chen's hands, and was thrown one by one to the fire of 

emperor Lin in an attempt to crush it by quantity and make it submit. 

 

"If that's all you can do, you don't deserve to be my master!" 

 

The fire of emperor Lin made a violent sound, and the flame suddenly expanded and burst into a strong 

white light. After a short silence, ye Chen's flame was swallowed up, and even a little spray could not be 

turned out. 

 

"Hiss!" 

 

It is worthy of the fire of emperor Lin, even his flame can not resist, worthy of the name, which also let 

ye Chenqi accept its mind. 

 

"It's not going to work like this." 

 

The overlord shook his head. Although he had always been optimistic about ye Chen, the fire of emperor 

Lin was really hard to swallow, even the original 

 



Looking back on the past, he couldn't help but stupefied, and then shook his head with a smile, driving 

these thoughts out of his mind. 

 

"Do you think ye Chen can take the fire of emperor Lin?" 

 

The fire of emperor's presence has never been subdued. It is not only that its strength is too terrible, but 

also the requirements for its master are too high. How much pride of heaven has been folded in it, but 

there are still countless people who are not afraid of death. 

 

Seeing the questions of the crazy overlord, the ancient medical God knew his answer. 

 

"How about a bet? The bet is a condition... " 

 

…… 

 

In the outside world, ye Chen's body is still in a coma, and Ji Lin and Yan Kun are always around Ye Chen. 

 

Three days passed by in a flash. During this period, ye Chen seemed to be tirelessly attacking the fire of 

emperor Lin. sometimes the fire of emperor Lin would be transformed into human and animal forms to 

tease him, but it didn't matter. Ye Chen only wanted to accept it. 

 

In the outside world, Yan Kun is serious and keeps putting some body protecting magic weapons around 

Ye Chen, hoping to protect Ye Chen at that time. 

 

And Ji Lin is frowning, looking at Ye Chen, who hasn't woken up for three days, and doesn't know what 

he's thinking. 

 

The cave has been covered by white light pillars. It seems that some treasure has been born from afar. 

Now the white light has reached 48 beams of light, which is still one way short. This cause and effect 

bloodstain array will start completely. 

 



Each column of light is straight into the cloud and connected to the other end thousands of miles away 

by the force of cause and effect. It seems that even the sky has become gloomy due to the influence of 

cause and effect. 

 

In Tiandao palace, Xuanyuan moxie waved his hand and said to the people around him: "inform 49 

elders that the cause and effect bloodstaining array will be completely opened immediately. If you can 

help me get rid of the thief this time, I will be rewarded with great reward!" 

 

The inside information of Tiandao palace is naturally the most powerful force in the kingdom of God, 

and Xuanyuan moxie, as the reward of the palace master, is undoubtedly an ecstatic treasure. 

 

"It's almost time." 

 

"Kill!" 

 

Forty nine sculptural elders moved, and all of them spewed out a mouthful of blood essence to invade 

the array. Then these blood essence turned into a startling symbol of heaven and earth, which could 

easily mobilize the power of nature. 

 

When the blood array of cause and effect coagulates and forms, there appears a vision above the sky, 

with dark clouds, lightning and thunder, as if the end of the world came. 

 

Such an array, even if it is based on the power of the heavenly way, seems not to be tolerated by the 

world. It is doubted by the heaven above the nine clouds. There are all kinds of horrible visions in the 

sky above the originally sunny Tiandao palace. 

 

"The inheritance of the reincarnation master will be terminated here today!" 

 

If the inheritance of the reincarnation master falls in the middle of the way, it will disappear completely. 

As a part of the power who gets rid of the reincarnation master, he will get the great gift from the 

heaven, and he will become the biggest winner in the world. 

 

And the heavenly way palace is just one of his pieces. 



 

"The last beam of light..." 

 

Ji Lin stares at the appearance of the 49th beam, and her sense of urgency is getting closer and closer. A 

huge threat is forcing her to leave here. Otherwise, she will face death. 

 

Each light column changes from white to blood red. Ye Chen, who is entangled with the force of cause 

and effect, seems to be able to see his shadow in the cause and effect. 

 

However, she will not leave in the end! 

 

Yan Kun holds the same idea. 

 

Ye Chen, who is in the samsara cemetery, breathlessly looks at the fire of emperor Lin, who has played 

with him for many times, and his anger also appears in his eyes. 

 

"Even if you are the emperor in the fire, you have to obey me if I ask you to surrender!" 

 

In Ye Chen's hand, there are green lotus demon fire and real dragon god fire. The emperor Lin's fire 

thinks Ye Chen is ready to do the same thing again. When he throws the two kinds of flames at himself, 

he sends out harsh sarcasm, which is like a fierce ghost in this desolate cemetery. 

 

"Ha ha." 

 

Ye Chen sneers, the two kinds of flames in Ye Chen's hands keep approaching, and finally slowly merge. 

The blue and gray flames beat in the palm, but they can't escape Ye Chen's control in any case."Melt!" 

 

As soon as the two kinds of flames fuse, they emit extremely high temperature, which makes them even 

more charming. Even the fire of emperor Lin is also slightly frightened. The secret road is not simple. 

 

This kind of flame fusion is absolutely tens of times more difficult than commanding the same number of 

fire attacks at the same time, because as a heaven and earth flame, regardless of its own temperament, 



although it is all flames, the nature is almost completely different. It is just like a Arabian Night Dream to 

want to fuse. 

 

It's amazing that ordinary people can master a flame. 

 

This time, the fire of emperor Lin stopped looking down, but the attack was still resisted by him. 

 

"Since you can block the fusion of two flames, what about three, four, and five?" 

 

Ye Chen's face is full of crazy meaning. The explosion of fusion failure is enough to make his spirit suffer 

heavy damage. At that time, it will be a dead end. But if you don't accept the fire of emperor Lin, it is 

also a slim chance to face him. Just bet on it! 

 

"Madman, this guy is absolutely a madman!" 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's words, Emperor Lin's face even showed a trace of fear. As a flame left by the supreme 

emperor, although he has seen countless talents and strong men, he dares to say that none is as crazy as 

ye Chen. 

 

…… 

 

The bloody array completely covers tens of thousands of kilometers of territory. All the creatures in the 

array seem to be in a trance, as if they have seen their past and present lives. In the dark, those 

memories are getting farther and farther away from themselves, as if they are not their own memories. 

 

The mind is not firm, a few breaths, have been completely lost themselves, do not know who they are, 

surname, who. 

 

All of a sudden, the 49 beams of light around Ye Chen burst out enough to cover the sky and earth. They 

were transformed into 49 pillars connecting the sky and guarding different areas of the array. 

 



In the big array, it is wrapped by a piece of blood red, and everything in the line of sight turns into blood 

color. 
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"This is the blood array of cause and effect!" 

 

Yan Kun and Ji Lin were influenced a little at the beginning, but immediately they stuck to their original 

intention and fought against the battle. 

 

"The great array will begin with destroying your physical body, gradually to your soul, and then to the 

cause and effect of the world. All related things in the world will be cut off." 

 

"This is also the sacrifice of 49 strong chaotic situation, coupled with the chaos strong has the array 

attainments against the sky, can set up such a large array." 

 

The voice of the eternal King echoes in Yan Kun's and Ji Lin's ears again. They had time to leave before 

the formation started, but they chose to stick to it! 

 

Boom! 

 

Above the sky, came a roar, cracks in the blood out of the unknown area of black people fear, from the 

cracks, out of the strange black matter. 

 

Black matter seems to contain the ultimate killing machine, each group is faintly mixed with a chaotic 

force, chaotic, but it seems to be the source of all things in the world, extremely powerful. 

 

Buzz! 

 



All of a sudden, one of the black materials turned into a hundred meter sword, which was savagely and 

unreasonably wielded towards Ye Chen. The huge force made the air vibrate and burst, which could be 

broken at any time. 

 

"This is the attack of the strong at the top of chaos?" 

 

Ji Lin looked at the attack and lost his voice. 

 

"No, it's impossible. It hasn't reached the peak of chaos, but it's almost four layers of chaos, and it's not 

the ordinary four layers. It's going to be stronger and stronger." Yan Kun denied. 

 

The Qi of chaos, for any warrior, has a strong suppression, so chaos state can completely kill countless 

strong people who have cut through adversity. 

 

With the fall of the black sword, the power of flame in Yan Kun's hand has already been completed. 

 

"The door of Yang Yan!" 

 

A door tens of miles high formed by a gorgeous flame appeared in front of the three people, looking 

majestic. 

 

Bang! 

 

Black knife cut on the door of Yang Yan, and did not send out a fierce collision, on the contrary, the black 

knife is gradually eating away the door built by the flame. 

 

There is chaos on the black sword. If you give it enough time, it can completely swallow up all these 

flame rules and constantly strengthen itself. 

 

However, Yan Kun obviously knew this, so he fought with all his might, and the gate of Yang Yan burst 

out a towering flame and quickly surrounded the black knife. 

 



"Bang!" 

 

The flame began to burst, and the black knife in the center was blown to pieces. With the help of Ji Lin's 

Tiandu law, he successfully resisted the first attack. However, because Yan Kun forced this defense 

method to self explode, he also suffered a lot of internal injuries, and his energy consumption was even 

greater. 

 

And above the sky, there are 48 such attacks! 

 

The fire and gas surrounded the whole space, the eyes could hardly see anything, and the next attack 

appeared after the black knife was destroyed. 

 

This attack contains more chaotic power. Yan Kun struggled to be seriously injured to resist it. He also 

found that, like the natural calamity, the more behind, the stronger the attack power. 

 

And this is the second attack, he almost felt the great pressure, there will be more abnormal attacks 

behind, I don't know how long it can be blocked. 

 

Ji Lin also shows his innate poison to the extreme. The powerful poisonous fog forms a poison shield in 

the sky, and resists the third attack with Yankun's gate of Yanyang. 

 

Fourth way! 

 

Fifth way! 

 

…… 

 

When the attack came to the tenth route, Yan Kun and Ji Lin's bodies were already on the verge of 

falling, suffered serious trauma and internal injury, and the energy in their bodies had reached the 

bottom. There was hardly any way to resist the terrible chaotic attack. 

 

However, ye Chen has not yet woken up 



 

"Ah! I'll fight with you 

 

It's hard to fight against the sky. 

 

Boom! 

 

There was a loud, dull sound. Only a click was heard. A figure flew dozens of miles away by the huge 

hammer and knocked down many important mountains before stopping. 

 

The sledgehammer also consumed all the energy and disappeared between heaven and earth. 

 

Before Yan Kun gets up, the eleventh attack starts again. This time, it's a sharp arrow. It flies towards Ye 

Chen quickly. Ji Lin stands out and forces a drop of blood essence, even burns blood essence. She 

concentrates all the poison gas within her three meters, forming a natural protective shield, ready to 

resist the attack. 

 

This is the only way she can resist! 

 

Of course, she strengthened it many times with the help of poison stele! And her sister also took her to 

look for some opportunities! 

 

But not enough! 

 

Boom! 

 

Ji Lin's small body was tottering and pale. Finally, she stood up unsteadily and difficultly. She blocked the 

attack.Burning a drop of blood essence from the congenital poison. 

 

The cost is huge. 

 



Again and again, both of them are about to die, but for the sake of the people behind them, they stand 

up again and again, breaking through their own limits on the edge of life and death. 

 

When the 15th attack comes, they can no longer hold on. No matter how tenacious their willpower is, 

their strength is very limited. Even if they use their bodies to block them, they can't block the further 

strengthened attack. 

 

"I hope ye Baowang can survive this disaster safely." 

 

Once again in front of Ye Chen, Ji Lin's body surface does not have any energy fluctuations, just ready to 

block with the body. 

 

Yan Kun's body had been shocked for a long time and could not feel his own body. He could only stand 

up again and again with instinct's inner fluctuation in order to prevent one attack more. 

 

In the reincarnation cemetery, ye Chen feels the external situation, and his eyes show incomparable 

anger. He can't even protect his own people. What's the meaning of living! 

 

"Close!" 

 

Ye Chen tries to fuse many flames together, and the terror power is no weaker than the fire of emperor 

Lin, but he knows that this is far from enough. 

 

So, it needs to be melted again! 

 

The flame is beating on the left hand, and is forced to press by Ye Chen into the four-color flame of the 

other hand. 

 

For the fusion of the five kinds of flames, he did not have any assurance, but he knew that it could not 

be delayed any longer. He could not let Yankun and Ji Lin face such terrible dangers outside. 

 



Ye Chen's eyes in the crazy color surging, flame in the eyes, the hands of the flame began to melt 

together. 

 

…… 

 

Ji Lin and Yan Kun can guess the 15th attack just because of its power. I'm afraid its power has reached 

the late stage of chaos, and it is not what their current strength can stop. 

 

But they have made up their minds to resist the attack with their bodies. 

 

When the power that shakes everything comes! 

 

Life and death are only in a thought! 

 

All of a sudden, a sudden change! 
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"Coagulate!" 

 

Suddenly, a beautiful voice came from the distance, and then a woman in white with a veil appeared in 

the array. In front of the woman, a wall of ice appeared out of thin air, and bright runes flowed on the 

wall. 

 

Mysterious and deep. 

 

Unexpectedly, he easily withstood an attack of the blood stained by causality array. 

 



The woman has a cool and out of the dust temperament, like an ice beauty, let people want to close at 

the same time, but dare not too close. 

 

It was Wei Ying, the palace master of juechan emperor's palace. Sensing that ye Chen was in danger, she 

immediately rushed to this place. If it had not been for her quick arrival, Yan Kun and Ji Lin would have 

been in trouble. 

 

Ye Chen will surely die! 

 

Seeing the girl who once helped him come again, ye Chen breathed a sigh of relief in the samsara 

cemetery. At the same time, his sense of urgency forced him to do some dangerous things. 

 

With a little wave of her hands, the snowflakes all over the sky, and even the chaotic attacks containing 

the air of chaos were frozen. 

 

"This Strength 

 

Yan Kun is overjoyed. It seems that the veiled woman should be on her side. That is to say, big brother is 

saved, and he doesn't have to die. 

 

Originally, Yan Kun, who was almost knocked unconscious, thought of this place and immediately looked 

at Wei Ying. It is rare for such a strong person to make a move. 

 

The snowflakes in the sky began to condense into thousands of ice needles, and she did not give in to 

the attack of blood stained by causality. It was not until this attack that Wei Ying destroyed several such 

attacks that the snowflakes began to melt. 

 

Wei Ying looked at the strange phenomena and said, "my people, you dare to move! The crime is 

unforgivable 

 

The next second, the figure disappeared, even to the sky! 

 



Hold the ice sword in hand, and cut towards the 49 beams of light! 

 

Wei Ying's sword makes the light column flash! 

 

The violent aftershocks converged in all directions, and Wei Ying's murderous eyes flashed a trace of 

accident. 

 

Can't break her strength? 

 

It seems that this array is a little unusual. 

 

At the same time, Tiandao palace. 

 

Xuanyuan moxie is naturally aware of the failure of cause and effect dye blood array. 

 

"It's not easy to get rid of this boy." 

 

Xuanyuan moxie was annoyed by the endless accidents. He just wanted to kill a boy who was in trouble, 

but somehow led him to so many cards. As long as he wanted to kill this man, he would be immediately 

hindered. 

 

"In that case, kill one by one!" 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil eyes cold, did not care about the mysterious girl who is, as long as the other side dare 

to block their own plans, it is their own enemy, is the enemy of Tiandao palace. 

 

The black matter, which is comparable to the attack of chaotic environment, constantly conjures up 

various kinds of attacks, but it is not enough to see in front of the real powerful. 

 

To deal with these attacks, Wei Ying can almost be said to be easily broken. 



 

Xuanyuan moxie looked at the 49 elders of Tiandao palace, and a trace of cold appeared in his eyes: 

"let's teach her how to be a real strong man in chaos!" 

 

At the same time, there is a black crack in the sky, and a huge black hand appears in the sky. 

 

The giant hand that can easily crush a mountain peak comes to Wei Ying. With the power of chaos, she 

can compete with Wei Ying. 

 

But at the other end, ye Chen is no longer protected. When the black sword gives him a fatal blow in the 

sky, Wei Ying does not care about the huge black hand entangled with herself. In her hand, there is an 

ice sword in her hand, and soon stops the attack that attempts to kill Ye Chen. 

 

However, she was caught by a huge black hand, and Wei Ying was slapped behind her back. Qianying 

almost stood unsteadily. 

 

"Mean!" 

 

Yan Kun was very angry when he saw this scene. It's shameless that the master of Tiandao palace would 

use such mean and insidious means. 

 

Wei Ying was entangled with the black giant hand again, and the power of chaos broke out from time to 

time, and all the places she passed were assimilated into chaos. 

 

It seems to have tasted the sweetness, Xuanyuan moxie continued to copy this move, so that Wei Ying 

ran back and forth, tired of coping with it. Her injuries became more and more serious with the 

accumulation of time, and it became more and more difficult to deal with the huge black palm. 

 

At the time of the 40th attack, it is obvious that the attack can not be launched by the strong people in 

the chaotic environment. The attack intensity of those black substances is no less than that of the black 

giant hand, or even even more than that. 

 



In the face of such a turbulent attack, with Wei Ying's chaotic cultivation of seven layers of heaven, there 

is nothing to do. 

 

"Frozen chaos!" 

 

A shield of ice blocks Ye Chen's face. Wei Ying takes a look and then fights with the black giant hand. The 

black hand does not have any fighting skills. However, every stroke and punch contains the mysterious 

power of chaos. There is no need for any combat skills to fight against the strong in chaos. 

 

The two chaotic states fight each other. The air is blown up from time to time, and some tiny cracks in 

time and space are opened to reveal the turbulent flow inside. However, it is automatically repaired by 

one world in the blink of an eye.However, under the condition of similar combat strength, with the 

aggravation of Wei Ying's injury, she began to be beaten under pressure, and she could only passively 

evade in face-to-face attack. Thus, it would be sooner or later to lose. 

 

While sticking in the field, there was a sudden change. The black substance didn't attack Ye Chen again. 

Instead, it was integrated into the black palm, which made the already strong black palm combat power 

soar. Wei Ying looked dignified at the moment. 

 

Her white dress was tinged with blood. 

 

Faced with this blow, her experience tells herself that she is no match at all. 

 

Bang! 

 

When Wei Ying's speed drops to reveal her flaws, the giant hand seizes the opportunity and knocks Wei 

Ying back with one hand! 

 

The endless cold current surging, Wei Ying even hit her own chaos of ice, the ice sheet smashed, Wei 

Ying also suddenly spit out a mouthful of blood, Shua turned pale. 

 

She held the cold sword tightly in her hand, and her expression was extremely dignified. 

 



Yan Kun, who was originally shining with hope, became dim. Even the strong men in the later stage of 

chaos could not resist the bloody causality array, which had never been broken by anyone. Is there 

really no way to solve it? 

 

Ye Chen, who can feel all the outside world, has red eyes and blue veins on his forehead. The blood flow 

in the body accelerates, and the invisible blood force begins to gush out. 

 

With the circulation of blood in the body constantly running, the red dust and Ling Feng veins began to 

strengthen Ye Chen's body and spirit. The fifth flame was completely integrated with the other four in 

the incredible sight of emperor Lin's fire. 

 

Then, a seemingly gentle white flame flower blooms in Ye Chen's palm, but only those close to the 

flower know that its high temperature is enough to burn a chaotic strong man. 

 

Ye Chen calmly looked at this white flower, raised his head to the fire of emperor Lin and said, "do you 

think now, I have this qualification?" 

 

…… 
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In reality, Wei Ying looks at a 10000 Li cage formed by black matter, and the cage is constantly shrinking 

in the middle, just like catching turtles in a jar. Even if they want to run, they can't run. 

 

Soon, all around were completely covered with darkness. The three people in the dark all showed 

despair. In a short time, the four people's bodies and spirits would be completely wiped out by the 

power of chaos. 

 

Cause and effect stained blood array is the real way of heaven. It can destroy all living beings, gods and 

Buddhas, because nothing in the world can be free from causality. 

 



Black matter began to shrink to within 100 meters, three people tried to use cards to resist, but the 

consumption was too large, almost no effect, can only a little bit to see themselves from the death of a 

step closer. 

 

At this time, ye Chen's eyes, which had been closed tightly, opened abruptly. A red stele of fire exhaled 

in the air, illuminating the surroundings, and ye Chen's voice sounded at this time. 

 

"The fire of emperor's presence! The power of burning stele, open it to me 

 

On Ye Chen's fists, the white fire rises. The terrible high temperature can't bear the space, and it is 

constantly distorted and restored. 

 

"All things have cause and effect. You cause and effect blood array itself has cause and effect. In this 

case, I will completely end your cause and effect!" 

 

Ye Chen's body slowly stands up. The white flames all over his body are like a god of fire war. His cold 

eyes are like a cold knife, which makes people ache. Yan Kun, Ji Lin and Wei Ying are all surprised to look 

at the figure in the field. This moment is what they have been looking forward to. 

 

Along the way, ye Chen has caused them too much surprise. Just like now, they feel that no matter how 

much higher their opponents are than ye Chen, they are obviously unable to defeat them, but they are 

willing to believe the man in front of them. 

 

Because his name is Ye Chen! 

 

Originally the raging fire of emperor Lin is like a good child in Ye Chen's hands, and is controlled by Ye 

Chen. 

 

Even behind him there is a blazing stone tablet shadow! 

 

This is the burning monument! 

 



The fire of emperor Lin can only activate the power of burning stele for a short time! 

 

Ye Chen dare not take it lightly! 

 

Boom! 

 

Countless white flames gushed out, ye Chen waved all the flames to impact the dark area, hit the black 

material severely, and immediately hit a hole. The flame expanded violently, and the encircling circle 

formed by the black material was wiped out before it could be resisted. 

 

And they finally saw the light again. 

 

The cause and effect blood stained array seems to be provoked. It communicates with the outside world 

crazily. Countless heaven and earth energy begin to pour into the array, and then an impenetrable black 

giant condenses and forms in the array. 

 

The black giant opened a pair of more dark eyes than his own, and there were countless chaos on his 

body. He was a strong man with supreme power. 

 

"Black flame light!" 

 

The black giant stood in his place, but a black flame burned up on his body. The high temperature of the 

flame burned everything within a mile. He was the only one standing quietly in the same place, which 

was unattainable. 

 

Boom! 

 

The black flame suddenly gathered, compressed into a black column of energy, shooting at the leaves at 

a speed that the naked eye could not detect. 

 



Ye Chen doesn't dare to be careless. This is the last few blows of the blood array of causality. Even if he 

conquers the fire of emperor Lin, he will never be so arrogant that he thinks his strength can kill 

everything in seconds, but he wants to have a try! 

 

The white fire of emperor's presence burns quietly on the burning stele, and ye Chen's thoughts move, 

which also forms an energy shock wave, which shoots away and collides with it, sending out dazzling 

energy fluctuations. 

 

There is a lot of chaos in the light of black flame. He wants to swallow up the fire of emperor's presence, 

but the result may disappoint it. The fire of emperor's presence is extremely domineering. It was once 

the imperial fire of the divine fire emperor who soared to the upper world. Is it just a black flame that 

can swallow it? 

 

The black fire, which originally wanted to swallow up the white flame, was assimilated and absorbed. 

Under the ebb and flow, the white flame got better, and soon burst the black light and rushed to the 

black giant again. 

 

The giant used the force of endless chaos to conjure up a big black sword, which split the white flame 

which was lack of Yu Wei. 

 

Ye Chen's realm in refining and chemical emperor's fire, the strength is again skyrocketing, self-

improvement has been all-round. 

 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

 

In the air, two sounds are looming and appearing, and the battlefield is where it hits. 

 

And Xuanyuan moxie, who is in the temple of heaven, looks gloomy and cold. He didn't expect that the 

youth who once regarded as mole ants would grow up so fast. After only a few days, he was able to fight 

the existence of this level! 

 

If he is allowed to grow for a few more years, his position will be in danger. 

 



Such as the youth named Ren who trampled on the dignity of Tiandao palace in those years! 

 

Even if Xuanyuan ink evil knows, this is Ye Chen's short-term power! Not his real power! 

 

And it's the burning stele from the xuanbei of samsara! 

 

The power of the burning stele is really incredible! 

 

He wanted it more and more! 

 

Ye Chen became a trouble in his heart. He turned his head and looked at the forty-nine chaos elders. His 

eyes narrowed slightly. No one knew what he was thinking.…… 

 

In the array, Ji Lin and Yan Kun look at Ye Chen in the field with adoration on their faces. Sure enough, ye 

Chen doesn't let them down. 

 

"Ye Baowang, come on Ji Lin, regardless of the injury, yelled. 

 

Wei Ying, who is in the process of healing, glances at Ji Lin, who is like a small fan girl, and shakes her 

head helplessly. 

 

Ye Chen palms burning stele, endless flames flutter out of his face, even if it is a black giant, some places 

are also burned, there are white spots, although there is no blood outflow, but you can see the 

expression of pain on his face. 

 

Ye Chen doesn't fight with this guy. Instead, he finds an opportunity to burn everything down. Only in 

this way can he keep the upper hand. 

 

Boom! 

 



Finally, when the last trace of chaos on the black giant was burned by the fire of emperor Lin, he fell to 

the ground and disappeared, that is to say, ye Chen won. 

 

Ye Chen gently exhaled a breath, he found that his strength began to degenerate. 

 

The spiritual power of Dantian was almost empty. 

 

The power of the burning stele is about to disappear. 

 

He has to be quick. 

 

The three faces in the back are all beaming with joy. Maybe they can break the remaining blows of the 

causality dye blood array. 

 

…… 

 

At the moment, Tiandao palace. 

 

"Take your life for his life, you are not unjustly dead!" 

 

Xuanyuan moxie held up a shining ancient jade card. He murmured to himself and listened carefully. It 

seemed that there was no sound. However, it was a kind of language that could communicate the 

nature of heaven and earth. 

 

The 49 elders were devoted to maintaining the array, but suddenly they found that their bodies were 

out of control and could not even move. 

 

After that, their bodies began to petrify from their feet, gradually upward, until the whole body was 

drained of all the essence and spirit in their bodies, and they were completely transformed into a stone 

sculpture. Forty nine chaos elders also died here. 

Chapter 2740 



 

 

 

The expression on Xuan Yuan Mo evil face shows a trace of ferocity: "this is you force me!" 

 

The ants, who thought they could be killed easily, are about to become elephants. I'm afraid there will 

be no chance to kill them again. 

 

"Purgatory of demons!" 

 

Xuanyuan ink evil quietly read the way, and then a huge spirit along the causal line into the big array. 

 

"Cause and effect dye blood array, once this array comes out, it will be sacrificed with blood!" In other 

words, it's using cause and effect to kill cause and effect. 

 

At the moment, the four people are in a sea of blood. There are countless corpses, mountains and blood 

that are beating like waves. In a flash, they disappear. 

 

The four men are carefully watching around. The great array which has never been broken for ages will 

never be so simple. 

 

A gust of wind blows, with countless shrill sound into the ears of the four people. Inexplicably, the four 

people feel that the empty array is full of empty shadows. After a closer look, they seem to see nothing. 

It is really too strange. 

 

"Is this what the eternal king calls the purgatory of demons?" 

 

Ji Lin's face, which had been washed away by joy, suddenly regained its dignity. The purgatory of ten 

thousand demons is the second line in the blood stained array of cause and effect, which aims to 

completely destroy a person's belongings in the world. 

 

It is to cut off all objects related to it. 



 

"How to cut it?" 

 

Although Wei Ying is a strong person in the later stage of chaos, she does not have a deep 

understanding of the force of cause and effect. 

 

Before that, it was to destroy a person's body, but this time the devil purgatory was to seize a person's 

spirit. Through the spirit, the cause and effect of people and things were forcibly separated, and then it 

was cut off! 

 

In the end, the spirit will disappear without a reason to exist in this world. 

 

"But don't we have flesh?" 

 

"It is likely to become a body without any thoughts and feelings, which is more painful than death." 

 

Wei Ying felt cold behind her. If she did, she might as well die happily. 

 

No one expected that the force of causality, which had never been taken seriously, could be so powerful 

that they had never heard of anyone in tiandaogong who could use causality to attack. 

 

When the wind blows, the temperature drops sharply, and numerous illusory shadows overlap and 

disappear. Sometimes they appear in the distance, some in the sky, and some in the rear. They are 

impossible to defend. 

 

All of a sudden, the virtual shadows in the sky began to solidify, and tens of thousands of black figures 

that could not see their faces appeared. These shadows were scattered around the four people, and 

every corner was sealed off. 

 

It seems that there is no one there when you look at it seriously, and the four people really see it. 

 

"So many? Every one has the strength of a chaotic strongman? " 



 

Yan Kun was almost ready to jump. The four of them had to face tens of thousands of chaotic strong 

men. In addition, when they were injured, they did not give people a little way to live. 

 

"Big brother, I'm afraid we'll just 

 

The rest of the words Yan Kun did not say, but a few people also know his meaning, for who to do, in the 

face of such a lineup also have to despair. 

 

"Believe me!" 

 

Facing the eyes of the three, ye Chen steps out. Since they choose to believe in themselves, ye Chen will 

never let them down. 

 

Yan Kun's face also gradually rises a hope, do ye Chen's younger brother, this life does not lose. 

 

Ji Lin and Wei Ying did not speak, but ye Chen was there, but they did not fear anything. Even if they 

died, they died willingly. 

 

Tens of thousands of virtual shadows gaze, all of them come around. The vast amount of virtual 

shadows are dense. It is very difficult to deal with one in ordinary days, let alone so many. 

 

However, the person who never stands in front of this is not afraid of the shadow of three Chen. 

 

The flaming monument is the limit of his current strength. 

 

He must break the array while the burning stele is not completely dissipated. 

 

But is it really OK? 

 



Ye Chen dare not think much! 

 

Because he has no choice! 

 

"Since you want to erase my existence, you should also plan to be removed by me!" 

 

Ye Chen forces out a drop of blood essence. The blood essence falls on the burning stele, and the 

burning stele instantly bursts into flames. There is a little power of reincarnation on it. 

 

And this reincarnation power can have a trace of the power of the original reincarnation master. 

 

Even a trace is his only choice. 

 

"Come on, let me see how strong you are!" 

 

Ye Chen communicates with Yan stele, which turns into a stone tablet with several people high after a 

series of changes. Inside the stone tablet, a terrible force is awakening. Ye Chen can feel that this power 

is very kind, but it is strong enough. 

 

Roar! 

 

The roar of a dragon is heard inside the burning stele. A fire dragon forms in it, and then releases it 

through the burning stele. A five clawed Golden Dragon with two horns on its head and five feet on its 

feet is now in the world. As soon as the fire dragon comes out, it stirs up the world and rolls in a blood 

red cloud. The huge dragon head looks down.Seeing that tens of thousands of virtual shadows were 

about to approach four people, the fire dragon roared, and the unrivalled dragon tail swept over and 

collided with those black shadows. The black shadows flew backwards one after another, and those who 

were drawn were shot into the air on the spot. 

 

This alone killed thousands of shadows. 

 



The rest of the black shadow strongmen want to gather all their strength to form a mysterious and 

obscure array. When the array condenses and forms, it will kill the five clawed fire dragon. When the fire 

dragon's angry eyes attack thousands of people, it opens its huge mouth like swallowing heaven and 

sucks the thousands of people into his mouth. 

 

The most powerful blow broke out in the fire dragon's body, but in the end, it failed to break free of the 

dragon's stomach and disappeared in the explosion together with the fire dragon. 

 

It's hard to imagine how four people could have withstood the terrible blow if it hadn't been for the 

blow. It's almost impossible. 

 

The fire dragon's explosion damage is no less than its attack, but even so, the cause and effect blood 

array only fluctuates for a while and then returns to calm. 

 

Although we have survived this wave of attack, we do not know whether we can survive the next wave, 

because it is difficult for anyone to predict what will happen in the causal array. 

 

Such an array can't be just artificial. The way of heaven must be involved in it. It also wants to kill Ye 

Chen. 

 

Obviously, after ye Chen survived the thunder disaster, Tiandao has not given up the opportunity to kill 

Ye Chen. This time, the cause and effect blood array that triggered the heaven and earth is a good 

opportunity. 

 

Ye Chen was obviously aware of this and sneered: "it seems that even the way of heaven must follow 

certain rules. Since you want me to die, I am not as good as you." 

 

"One day, I will overturn this day, even if the law of heaven does not pay attention to it." 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, the seventh kingdom, bordering on a mountain top with endless evil Qi surging. 

 



A great figure sat cross legged, and in front of him, there was a moment of mysterious and blue beads. 

 

The beads continued to encircle and dissipate. 

 

After a breath, the Wei'an figure suddenly opened his eyes. 

 

The light from the eyes is extremely cold. 

 

That's the eye of the devil! 

 

The deepest darkness of Jiuyou! 

 

"Such a good play, how can I not cover the devil emperor!" 


